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Energetic wing clapping partly replaces song in this lark.
habitat Open woodland, savanna and grassland 

with scattered trees. Prefers rocky broad-leaved wood-
land e.g. miombo, mopane and in SA, mixed Burkea, 
Combretum and Terminalia woodland. Seldom perches 
in trees however; keeps to grassy clearings, drainage 
lines and edges. Also flat sandy woodland and coastal 
grassland in E. Rare in thornveld. Up to 1700 m.

status Fairly common but sparse resident. Seen 
singly or in pairs, although multiple  may be heard 
from any point in good habitat, especially at dawn.

identification Will almost invariably be located by 
the 's unmistakable audible wing clapping bursts. 
However, this sound is quite soft and muffled (unless 
close overhead). As  displays 50-100 m up, few details 
are visible: a medium-small, compact lark with a 
relatively short, narrow tail and rufous wings (as in all 
Mirafra larks). Difficult to see on the ground and only 
rarely perches on stumps, termite mounds or bushes; 
sometimes also seen in roads. At first, looks rufous 
overall and dark greyish above, but closer inspection 
will reveal intricate mottled, barred and scaly pattern 
on mantle and wings. Face and malar area speckled. 
Bill short, fine and rather dark. Outer tail rufous to buff. 
— Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Darker, heavily marked; breast 
diffusely spotted. — Var: Marked colour variation: NW 
mababiensis is paler, greyer; E races are darker, redder. 

confusion risks Little overlap in habitat with E 
Clapper; Flappet does not give rising whistles in its 
display, is smaller, greyer and darker and has a rufous 
or buff (not whitish) outer tail and less barred tertials. 
Easily confused with larger Rufous-naped (p. 71) but 
Flappet is darker with bolder patterns and has a much 
shorter bill, less reddish wing and less obvious crest. 
Compare Sabota and Fawn-coloured (p. 69).

behaviour In song-flight,  climbs 50-100 m, then 
circles over a c. 1.5 km2 area with bursts of wing 
clapping; then dives, levels off and drops to ground. 
May display year-round, but mostly in summer (when 
displays start before dawn). Shy and hard to see on the 
ground, running fast, crouching and flying reluctantly. 

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 2-3 speckled 
eggs in cup with a domed roof, placed on the ground.

voice Amazing, rapid 'flappet' sound mechanically 
produced by hitting wings together beneath body 
at a rate of c. 24/s. Often gives a short burst followed 
by a longer e.g. prrrt, prrrr-rrrrrt (but up to 5 bursts), 
every 3-4 s. Individual and regional variation occurs. 
Between clapping bouts may give 1 s canary-like song.  
Sometimes gives whistled calls when perched. 

• bursts of wing claps; no rising whistle
• small and compact, with short bill
• rufous wing and outer tail in flight
• intricate patterning on wing and mantle
• breeds in grassy woodland and savanna

Flappet Lark
Mirafra rufocinnamomea (Laeveldklappertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Cinnamon Bush Lark

Cape 
Clapper Lark 

apiata

Cape 
Clapper Lark 

marjoriae

The 3 species of 'clapper larks' all have beautiful, 
intricately marked feathers on their upperparts and 
wing coverts. These complex patterns give them a 
cryptic quail-like or nightjar-like appearance. Each 
feather has a rufous or greyish base colour, with paler 
edges; the dark transverse bars vary in completeness, 
intensity and spacing. A seemingly infinite number of 
variations on this basic pattern occur and even within 
the same area, 2 birds are seldom identical. Some 
common examples of 3 feathers are shown above: the 
shortest tertial feather (left), an inner greater covert 
(middle) and a scapular feather (right).

Eastern 
Clapper Lark 

fasciolata

Flappet 
Lark pintoi

• accelerating wing clapping, with 1 rising  
  whistle (N) or 2 falling whistles (S) 
• orange to rufous below and grey-brown  
  above with nightjar-like barring
• habitat fynbos, renosterveld, farmland

Cape Clapper Lark
Mirafra apiata (Kaapse Klappertjie)
ALT NAME(S): 'Agulhas Clapper Lark'

This cryptic, patterned lark can clap its wings together a 
remarkable 28 times per second in its territorial display.

habitat Scrubby vegetation (often quite high and 
dense) on sloping or level ground, including restio-
dominated fynbos on sandy coastal plains, mountain 
fynbos, renosterveld, succulent Karoo scrub and less 
commonly coastal strandveld. Ventures into cereal 
fields adjacent to patches of natural habitat.

status Fairly common to common resident, but 
easily overlooked if not singing. Several  may be 
heard in a small area, but typically seen singly or in 
pairs. Virtually endemic to SA (also S Namibia).

identification A rather shy endemic lark worth 
searching for to witness its bizarre, accelerating wing 
clapping display and appreciate its intricate patterns 
(one of the most beautiful larks in the region). Hard 
to see well however; runs away if approached and 
difficult to flush, but sometimes seen on a bush, rock 
or post. Looks smallish and compact with a smallish, 
pointed bill. Below orange to rufous with smudges 
on the breast and often flanks (which may be faintly 
barred). Mantle and wings show a complex mosaic of 
red and grey with much black barring (10-40% of each 
tertial/greater covert), producing a nighjtar- or quail-
like pattern. Central tail feathers barred; outer tail 
feathers edged pale buff. — Sexes: Alike. — Juv: Pale 
feather tips more striking. — Var: Smaller S marjoriae 
(Cape Flats, Overberg, W Garden Route) greyer and 
more barred above. Also differs in genetics and song-
flight details (see p. 74); for these reasons, sometimes 
considered a different species, 'Agulhas Clapper Lark'. 

confusion risks See E Clapper. Compare also Karoo 
(p. 65), Large-billed (p. 59) and Spike-heeled (p. 58).

behaviour Forages on the ground, investigating 
the bases of bushes and grass tufts. Often shy but may 
respond to spishing. Easily spotted when displaying: 
flutters a few metres up and glides down; may also 
sing repeatedly in cruising flight for 5-10 minutes.

biology Food insects, seeds and small fruits. Lays 
2-3 speckled eggs in a domed cup-nest on the ground.

voice Displays mostly in the morning and evening 
(sometimes at night) in br. season. Flutters up while 
hitting wings together; audible wing clapping initially 
given at 12-14/s but then noticeably accelerates to  
25-28/s. At height of climb, N apiata gives 1 rising 
whistle phoooeee (with a greater rise in pitch than E 
Clapper). S marjoriae gives 2 descending whistles, 
wheeeoo feeeeoo, the first whistle overlapping with 
the wing clapping (see p. 74). From a distance only the 
whistles are audible. Rarely mimics. Calls as Eastern.

• constant wing clapping; rising whistle
• SA birds bright reddish all over
• bright rufous wings; outer tail whitish
• intricate patterns on wing and mantle
• habitat tall, open grassland

Eastern Clapper Lark
Mirafra fasciolata (Hoëveldklappertjie)
ALT NAME(S): Clapper Lark, Mirafra apiata (split)

This shy lark may follow Aardvarks in search of termites.
habitat Open, fairly sparse grassland on flats or 

gentle slopes, usually with tall grass, scattered bushes, 
boulders, bare patches and termite mounds. Found 
in Highveld grasslands, sweet grassland, grassy Karoo 
and in NW, semi-arid plains and open savanna. 

status Common but easily overlooked resident or 
local nomad in SA and Botswana; sparse in Namibia. 
Several  may be heard in a small area, but typically 
seen singly or in pairs. Near-endemic (also Zambia).

identification Rather shy and elusive but betrays 
its presence by energetic wing clapping displays 
(especially at dawn and dusk). Often difficult to 
study, quickly running away, but sometimes seen 
in vehicle tracks or perched on a rock or post. In SA, 
first impression is of a medium-sized, compact, bright 
rufous bird. Indeed, much of body and extensive wing 
patches bright reddish. Red is overlaid by beautiful and 
intricate barred and mottled patterns; above faintly 
mottled rather than streaked. Barring often extends 
over tertials and tail. Tail sides white to pale buff. Bill 
fairly short but strong and rather pale. — Sexes: Alike. 
— Juv: Pale feather tips creates a spotted impression. 
Some are paler or almost white below. — Var: Varies 
even in the same area; paler and greyer in the NW.

confusion risks. Slightly larger than Cape Clapper 
and has a stronger, paler bill; paler below, more rufous 
and less boldly marked above and has redder wing 
patches; claps wings more slowly at a constant rate. 
Similar to Flappet but Eastern usually in more open 
habitats, slightly larger, tertials barred (not streaked), 
outer tail paler and has a different display. Rufous-
naped (p. 71) is larger, with an obviously longer and 
stronger bill. Spike-heeled (p. 58) has a long bill and 
short white-tipped tail and is often seen in groups. 

behaviour Remarkable song-flight is performed 
mostly at dawn and dusk in summer br. season (see 
Voice). Often elusive and flushes reluctantly. Adults 
wing-snap in bouncy flight if their nest is threatened. 

biology Food insects and seeds. Lays 2-3 mottled 
eggs in a cup with a domed roof between grass tufts.

voice In display,  flutters a few metres up while 
hitting wings together to make a rattling pr'r'r'r'r'r'r'r 
(not accelerating); at apex of climb, gives a 1.5 s rising 
whistle, phoooeee; then floats down on open wings. 
From afar only the rising whistle is audible. May add 
short melodious sequences (including mimicry) after 
whistle. Displays launched from the ground or a perch, 
or given every 15-30 s in cruising flight. Calls include 
peek whistles, short trrt noises and mewing sounds. 


